Rigid internal constraints are used in molecular models to speed up molecular dynamics MD simulations. It is well recognized that statistical averages from such constrained MD simulations di er by a metric tensor dependent term from similar averages computed using conventional unconstrained MD simulations. Fixman proposed augmenting the standard p otential with a compensating term which depends on the metric tensor to nullify the e ects of this bias term. However in the absence of tractable algorithms to compute this compensating tensor potential and its gradient its use has been impractical. This paper derives a new algorithm for computing the compensating potential as well as its gradient for tree topology molecular systems. The algorithm is quite straightforward and is an extension of the spatial operators based ON algorithm that has been recently proposed for constrained dynamics. Indeed, the compensating potential is closely related and computed from the articulated body inertia quantities available from this ON algorithm.
Introduction
Rigid internal constraints are often used in molecular models to eliminate high frequency modes and to enable the use of large numerical integration time steps necessary for speeding up molecular dynamics MD simulations 1, 2 . There has been considerable debate regarding the relationship between the statistical averages obtained from such constrained MD simulations and those obtained from conventional unconstrained Cartesian model MD simulations 3 7 . In particular, Fixman 3 pointed out that ensemble averages obtained from MD simulation using the constrained and unconstrained models will di er due to the presence of a metric tensor dependent term in the partition function for constrained molecular models. and this has been veri ed in simulations. Fixman proposed the augmentation of the standard potential by a compensating metric tensor potential in constrained MD simulations to compensate for the e ects of the bias term. Several researchers 8 11 have veri ed the e cacy of this method for simple molecular systems. The prohibitive complexity of computing the metric tensor potential and its gradient has been a major hurdle on the use of these compensating potentials more generally in constrained MD simulations. This paper analyzes the structure of the compensating potential and its gradient and develops substantially simpler expressions for them for tree topology molecular models. These expressions are used to derive computational algorithms for use in constrained MD simulations. The algorithms are straightforward extensions of the recently proposed spatial operators based ON algorithm for constrained MD simulations 2 . Indeed, the compensating potential and its gradi-ent are readily computable from the articulated body inertia quantities available from this ON algorithm.
Ensemble Averages in Constrained Dynamics Simulations
The partition function ZT for an n degree of freedom unconstrained Cartesian molecular model is given by the expression ZT = =kT dp 1 dp n dq 1 dq n 2.1 where T denotes the temperature, the q i and p i are the con guration and momentum coordinates, V is the standard potential energy, M 2 R nn denotes the system mass matrix or metric tensor.
The system kinetic energy is given by 1 2 p M ,1 p, and the limits of integration i and i are determined by the geometry of the problem 12 . For conventional unconstrained Cartesian dynamics, the mass matrix M is constant and diagonal and does not depend upon the system con guration.
As a consequence, the ensemble average of a function fq i s g i v en by
where the momentum variables have been integrated over and eliminated.
In constrained dynamics models, the molecular system is modeled as a collection of rigid clusters coupled together by articulable hinges 2 . For such constrained dynamics models, the mass matrix M 2 R N N is a function of the internal con guration coordinates vector and N the numberof degrees of freedom for the constrained model. The kinetic energy is now given by the expression K:E: = 1 With the use of V 0 , the remaining di erences between statistical averages computed using constrained and unconstrained MD simulations are due to the coarser sampling of the conformational space during the averaging process in constrained MD simulations. The appropriate use of constraints is important for ensuring that the loss in delity is within acceptable limits for the simulation experiment at hand. The use of the compensating mass matrix potential helps ensure that at least the systematic bias term from the metric tensor does not contribute to the averaging errors.
The implication of using V 0 is that now its gradient must be used for computing the forces during constrained MD simulations. The overall hinge torque vector T 0 is de ned as the The need for the use of the compensating potential has been veri ed via computer simulations for several small systems 7,8,10,11,13,14 . There is general consensus that the compensating potential is less important for rigid constraints on the bond stretching degrees of freedom while they are a signi cant factor for rigid constraints involving bond angles. It was found 7,8 that the use of the compensating potential in constrained MD simulations for n-butane other systems e ectively bridged the gap in the numberof dihedral transitions using constrained and unconstrained MD simulations. Go and Scheraga 5, 6 examined the relative merits of Cartesian dynamics models and constrained dynamics models and concluded that the former was the more correct model for molecular dynamics simulations. However references 8, 9 argued that the constrained MD simulations produce similar statistical estimates as the Cartesian case if the compensating potential is included.
Despite the accepted importance of using the compensating potential during constrained dynamics simulations, it is rarely used in practice. The primary factor has been the lack of a tractable method for computing the compensating torque, T c , for all but simple molecular systems 13 . A clever method for computing V c was proposed by Fixman 4 . However, this method is also limited to moderately sized molecular systems, and does not include a procedure for computing the compensating torque T c .
In the following sections we take a closer look at the expression for T c in Eq. 2.11 and derive simpler expressions for it using techniques from the spatial operator algebra 2 . These expressions lead to a simple method for computing this compensating torque for arbitrary treetopology molecular systems. This method is an extension of the spatial operators based algorithm for constrained dynamics simulations 2 . This algorithm provides a highly e cient ON recursive method for solving the equations of motion for constrained systems without using iterative procedures such as in the SHAKE algorithm 15 . The equations of motion for the system are solved exactly and the complexity of the algorithm is ON, i.e. the computational cost grows only linearly with the number of un-constrained degrees of freedom in the system. The 
We h a v e used the notational shorthand M k in place of @M @k in Eq. 2.14. In the following sections we use spatial operator expressions for M to further simplify Eq. 2.14.
Spatial Operator form of Mass Matrix
Now w e brie y review the derivation of the spatial operator equations of motion and refer the reader to reference 2 for more detailed discussion on the notation and the concepts. For notational simplicity we limit our initial discussion to an n-cluster system with serial chain structure and single degree of freedom rotational hinges between clusters. The number of degrees of freedom for this system is N = n + 5 . Later we discuss the steps involved in extending the derivations and algorithms to general tree-topology systems with multiple degree of freedom hinges.
As shown in reference 2 , the Newton-Euler recursive equations of motion for the whole system have the form: The solution of the equations of motion in Eq. 3.3 for the accelerations vector is used by the numerical integrator to propagate the state of the system during molecular dynamics simulations. However, Eq. 3.3 represents only a conceptual statement of the dynamics problem since M and C are not explicitly available. The conventional approach for computing the accelerations consists of rst computing both M and C, and solving the linear matrix equation for the vector . In general, M is fully populated and as a result, the computational cost of solving the equations of motion using this method grows cubically with the number of degrees of freedom in the system, i.e., this method is of ON 3 computational complexity. The computational advantage of larger integration time-steps using constrained dynamics 20 can be lost due to the large computational costs for large molecules from the ON 3 dependency.
In the next section we review an alternative recursive algorithm for computing the vector of generalized accelerations without having to explicitly compute the mass matrix 2 . The complexity of this method is only ON, i.e., its computational cost grows only linearly with the number of degrees of freedom in the model.
Innovations Factorization of the Mass Matrix
The ON spatial algebra algorithm for solving the equations of motion in Eq. 3.3 described in 2 depends on the following key results that give explicit analytical operator expressions for the square factorization and inversion of the mass matrix. The new square factorization described in Eq. 3.5a is also referred to as the Innovations Operator Factorization of the mass matrix and is an alternative to the factorization in Eq. 3. 1. The rst step is a recursion from the base to the tip to compute the orientation, location and spatial velocities, V k, and the Coriolis and gyroscopic terms ak and bk for each of the clusters using the rst base-to-tip recursion in Eq. 3.1. 2. Next follows a recursion from the tip towards the base as de ned by Eq. 3.6 to compute the P k's etc. 3. The recursion in Eq. 3.9 from the tip to the base is used next to compute the residual forces zk etc. This recursion can be combined with the tip to base recursion in the previous step to obtain a single tip to base recursion sequence. 4. Finally, the base to tip recursion described by Eq. 3.10 computes the k accelerations for all the clusters.
The computational cost of this algorithm depends only linearly on the numberof clusters. The structure of this algorithm closely resembles those found in Kalman ltering and smoothing theory 21,25 .
Compensating Mass Matrix Torque T c i
Using Eq. 2.14 as a starting point, we now develop an expression for the compensating torque T c i that is simple to compute. While we have already seen an expression for the mass matrix inverse, M ,1 , we need an expression for the derivative of the mass matrix with respect to hinge coordinates.
Spatial Operator Expression for M i
The following lemma gives this desired expression for the sensitivity matrix.
Lemma 4.1
Proof: See reference 26 .
The matrix H i a new quantity in this result. H i is the 6n 6n matrix whose elements are all zero, except for a single 6 6 The formula in Eq. 4.11 is closed-form, in the sense that it contains an explicit analytical expression for the mass matrix sensitivity in terms of the operators , M, and H appearing in the mass matrix itself. That the formula is closed-form is of extreme importance, because it implies that the mass matrix derivatives can be easily computed using operations and spatially recursive algorithms similar to those used to compute the mass matrix itself.
Spatial Operator Expressions for T c i
The following lemma uses Lemma 4.11 to develop a new expression for T c i. A nal simpli cation step for T c i is described in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4 Let the partitioned form of the 6 matrix P ii be given by:
P ii = Notice that this expression for T c i i s v astly simpler compared with the original expression involving the mass matrix inverse and its sensitivity. Furthermore, the expression involves articulated body inertia quantities many of whom are available from the computational steps for solving the equations of motion. It is easy to verify that the the compensating torque vector for the six base cluster degrees of freedom is zero.
ON Constrained Dynamics Algorithm with Compensating Potential
The overall algorithm for solving the equations of motion with the compensating mass matrix potential is de ned by the following steps:
1. Carry out the rst base-to-tip part of the recursion in Eq. 3.1 to compute the V k, ak and bk terms for all the clusters.
2. Carry out the tip-to-base recursion in Eq. 3.6 to compute all the articulated body inertia quantities such a s P , D etc.
3. Carry out the base-to-tip recursion in Eq. 4.16 to compute k for all the links. Also compute the compensating torque T c k for each link simultaneously using Eq. 4.18 and T 0 k using Eq. 2.10.
4. Carry out the recursions in Eq. 3.9 and Eq. 3.10 to solve for the k hinge accelerations with Tk replaced with T 0 k.
The only signi cant c hange from the constrained dynamics algorithm in 2 is the additional Step 3 for the compensating torque. This additional step is also of ON computational complexity, and hence the overall computational cost of the constrained dynamics algorithm remains ON.
Moreover this method adds only marginal computational cost since it makes use of the articulated bodyinertia quantities available from the computations for the regular solution for the internal coordinate accelerations. This algorithm makes possible the easy incorporation of the compensating potential into constrained molecular dynamics simulations involving tree-topology molecular systems. This algorithm has been implemented as a part of the NEIMO software package.
Extensions
Reference 28 describes an alternative method for computing the k terms using dual articulated body inertias instead of Eq. 4.16. This method o ers advantages for parallel implementation since these computations can be done concurrently with Step 2 instead of sequentially following it.
The derivations and algorithmic descriptions in the previous sections have focused upon serial-chain molecules with one degree of freedom rotational hinges. This was done for notational simplicity. The extension of the algorithm to tree-topology molecules is identical to the extension discussed in reference 2 . In this case the system has multiple tips and a single designated base cluster. To summarize, all the tip-to-base and base-to-tip recursions are replaced by tips-to-base and base-to-tips recursions. At each hinge with branches, the recursions proceed through scatter" and gather" steps. To handle multiple degree of freedom hinges, it is simply a matter of recognizing that such hinges can be modeled as a sequence of single degree of freedom hinges inter-connected by pseudo-clusters of zero mass and inertia. With these modi cation, the algorithm described above extends to general tree-topology molecular systems.
Spatial Operator Expression for V c While the explicit knowledge of the compensating potential V c is not required during dynamics simulations, the nature and sensitivity of its dependence on the con guration coordinates can be used to study its e ect on the statistical averages obtained from constrained dynamics simulations.
The following lemma gives a closed form expression for the compensating potential V c . 
Conclusions
Internal rigid constraints together with internal coordinates are often used to speed up molecular dynamics computations. However, it has been recognized that the use of such constrained dynamics introduces systematic biases into the computation of statistical averages, and a compensating mass matrix potential is required to o set these biases. The lack of a tractable method for computing these compensating terms has rendered their use impractical to date.
This paper derives analytical expressions and algorithms for including the compensating mass matrix potential and its gradient into constrained MD simulations for general tree-topology molecular systems. The algorithm is an extension of the previously described ON algorithms for internal coordinate molecular dynamics simulations. The computational complexity of the new algorithm remains ON. Extension of this compensating potential algorithm to closed-topology molecular systems is the subject of ongoing research.
